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Hereâ€™s a guide to baking delicious desserts with a colorful twist: sprinkles! Of course you can

scatter them over cakes and pies. But did you know that you can swirl sprinkles into waffles,

â€œembroiderâ€• them on cookies, and bake them into pretty pie crusts?! Inside this book youâ€™ll

find dozens of creative, colorful, super-fun recipes, plus quick-and-easy projects (ideal for little kids),

holiday treats, and party-perfect edible gifts. Learn how to custom tint your own sparkling sugars,

mix up sprinkles cocktail rims, and even craft your own sprinkles from scratch. When it comes to

sprinkles, the possibilities are endlessâ€”and so much fun!
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â€œ...bursting with colorful inspiration...â€•â€”Taste of Homeâ€œWhat is extraordinary and makes the

book a worthy addition for anyone who is really involved in creativity in baking, especially if you

have children or a friend or spouse with a sweet tooth, is the decorating tips.â€•â€”The Sun

Newsâ€œWith quirky, visually arresting recipes, award-winning food photographer Alpers illustrates

the many ways that sprinkles can be used to add whimsy to desserts and edible gifts.â€•â€”Library

Journalâ€œPrepare to enter sprinkles heaven.â€•â€”Yum Sugar

Here is the first cookbook dedicated to Sprinkles! I explore the science of sprinkles (Sprinkology!),

share crafty methods for sprinkling,Â andÂ offer a comprehensive guide to identifying and cooking

with them. Over 50 recipes provide inspiration on ways to use the beauty of sprinkles to unleash



your creativity and have fun.Â Sprinkles truly add an element of joy to everything they encounter.

I purchased this very unique cookbook for my 12 year old granddaughter, who loves everything

SPRINKLED, and she flipped over the book. The directions are clear, photos appealing, and every

meal/snack imaginable has been transformed--even pancakes and french toast.BTW. Since I am of

British decent, I've been introducing my granddaughters to tea time--ceremonial tea time (not the

pour cold water into the cup, slap in a tea bag, and nuke it in the microwave oven type of tea time).

Many of the baking ideas in this text I'm sure will add to the fun we are having together.

Hi all, this is a great little book but has an editing error - several of the recipes call for tempering

chocolate, and the recipe for that is listed as being on page 77. However, that's the wrong page

number. I emailed the author and got an immediate reply - tempering recipe is on page 78,

apparently a printer's error. 5 stars to the author, not to mention the wonderful photography.A lovely

book with loads of fun ideas and some very yummy sounding recipes too.  is definitely benefiting

from my purchase of this book as I've now bought a TON of jimmies from them!

I adore sprinkles which is why I bought this book. It fits the bill as a gimmick for any sprinkle lovers

in your life - but most of the recipes are pretty standard baked goods with sprinkles on top. It does

provide awesome descriptions of all the different types of sprinkles and their formal baking/candy

titles and general uses, but beyond that, you could buy a more comprehensive and professional

cake or baking book (Martha, Julia, etc) and simply apply festive sprinkles to your results.

i made the cake on cover and everyone loved it. I wish there were more surprising recipes but

mostly were just sprinkling the sprinkles on cupcakesI am not sure what I expected when I think of

it, as after all, it is a book on sprinkles. There are many varieties which i was not aware of.

Photos are inspiring. Recipes are delicious. Makes you want to go out and buy all the sprinkles and

make your own!

Sprinkles! is a treasure trove of amazingly creative recipes and stunning life-like photographs. Even

if you lack a sweet tooth, this extraordinary book belongs in your life. Buy a copy for your kitchen;

buy another one for your living room coffee table. The recipes range from the serious to the

whimsical-- all illustrated with award-winning photographer Jackie AlpersÃ¢Â€Â™ gorgeous camera



artistry.

A fantastic reference and instruction book on how to use, and in some cases even make(!),

sprinkles and other colorful decorations. I have to admit that my ideas for using sprinkles were

limited to Christmas cookies, and cupcakes. That was it. What Alpers does in this book is provide

the reader with ideas on how to incorporate these decorations into drinks, fruit leathers, cookies,

pops, etc., etc. Artistry is not my strong suit when it comes to cooking or baking anything, so I love a

good book like this one full of eye-catching and creative ideas that leave people impressed and

feeling special because of the effort you put into making something for them. I particularly

recommend this book for those who are or wish to be cooking more with their children - this really is

like finger painting and coloring, only with sprinkles.The photography is beautiful and makes me

want to get in the kitchen and make everything that was photographed, another big plus in a

cookbook. If you want a better idea of the contents, click on the "Look Inside" option at the top of the

page. I'm glad that more  books have this option, because it was key in my purchase of this book.

I think the book is beautiful and several of the recipes are very easy to use. I made Sprinkles butter,

Confetti popcorn cake and brownie bites but there are several others I want to try when I get the

time. I think children could make some of these things and would like doing it plus people who like to

entertain I think would find some showy, easy recipes. I think the photography is outstanding
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